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INTERVIEWS OF OTHER REALITIES-VOLUME 1: FACTS AND EYEWITNESSES details the investigations of the world crop circle, animal mutilation and mysteries of human abduction, with photographs, drawings, maps and documents. In the baffling crop formations described in Chapter 1, a biophysicist has discovered biochemical and biophysical
changes in the affected plants that he says cannot be fooled. Since the 1960s, other circles have found themselves in association with the global mystery of animal mutilation, which is the subject of Chapter 2. Dry, hard ceramic circles have been found in which herbs are dead in pastures below or near animals whose tissue has been surgically excited and
bloodless. In the lease of three cases, people affected by UFO kidnapping syndrome have received information about animal mutilations included in Chapter 3, along with reports from witnesses aware of other beings. The repeated patterns of non-human entities that people have drawn or painted are included in Chapter 4, as well as photographs of ancient
Sumerian gods that resemble current drawings of supposed aliens from military and civilian cases. To order contact LMH Productions, P.O. Box 538, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006. Phone: 215-491-9840; Fax: 215-491-9842. Stock Image Filter... Delete all refinements {{parameters.value == 'true'? 'New' : 'Used'}} {{parameters.value == 'true'? 'Large Print' :
'Standard Print'}} Showing 1-30 Start your review of Glimpses of Other Realities: High Strangeness Aug 08, 2008 Eddie Watkins said it was fine that I'm writing this review because this morning I was suddenly curious about this book and took it off my shelf only to discover that the whole book is sinking; every piece of glue holding together decomposed since
the last time I looked at it. This surprised me because the book looks well done, a high production number, large format, brilliant, many drawings and photographs, but it is clearly a thorough piece of garbage. But then it was a vanity project for the author, whose imprint I'm writing this review because this morning I was suddenly curious about this book and
took it off my shelf only to discover that the whole book is sinking; every piece of glue holding together decomposed since the last time I looked at it. This surprised me because the book looks well done, a high production number, large format, brilliant, many drawings and photographs, but it is clearly a thorough piece of garbage. But then it was a vanity
project for the author, whose imprint appeared below, his damn monogram decorating the binding. Oh vanity, vanity... Book sucked. But reviews are supposed to be about the content of books and words in it, not the glue of books; so I will say that the contents provide cheaper emotions more varied than the decomposition glue, but remain under scrutiny on
how I'll say this – The author will apparently believe everything someone tells you about UFO and ETs, or at least publish it as their own serious research. Tell her you have secret government documents that talk about lenophilized aliens in Alabama and she will meet you in a neutral dining room and pay for your coffee and publish your report. Did you know
that at the bottom of the forests of the northwestern UFO has been known to hoses just above the tree line and send light travel tubes to earth so that miniature big feet can first float down to check the situation? I admit to being turned on by a posse of big mini feet floating on the ground through a tunnel of light as reconnoiterant slaves for smarter alien
entities still on the mother ship, but I also think that going so over the line in UFO research makes the whole thing fascinating a farce. ... more 03 October, 2016 Valiant Thor described it as amazing Linda Moulton Howe refers to the field of ufology as a hall of mirrors with a fast floor, which is an apt description of the UFO world of intelligence agency
disinformation, amateur deceptions, mental control, advanced military systems, and probably a menagerie of alien beings whose identities and agendas (and humans in knowledge positions) are in no hurry to reveal. Glimpses is a collection of compelling encounters, and glimpses is an appropriate name, as with aliens and UFO Linda Moulton Howe refers to
the field of ufology as a hall of mirrors with a quicksand floor, which is an apt description of the UFO world of intelligence agency disinformation, amateur deceptions, mental control, advanced military systems , and probably a menagerie of alien beings whose identities and agendas (and humans in positions of knowledge) are in no hurry to reveal. Glimpses
is a compilation of compelling encounters, and glimpses is an appropriate name, as with aliens and UFOS it seems that the more you know, the more confusing it gets. It seems clear that *something* is happening, that there is * some * level of extraterrestrial activity. For those with the curiosity and fortitude to delve into the morality of UFO, Howe's two
volumes of Glimpses are a must-read. ... over February 23, 2020 Drake Krome rated it was amazing this book is absolutely amazing! well worth the price you are asking for, there are more facts and real story in this two-book series than anything you will learn in any textbook, public school or collage ever. if you want to know the dirty secret worlds and
hidden knowledge, then these books should definitely be in your library, Linda muton howe has been a professional on this subject since 1980 and has done more research than anyone else in Field. anyone who is a septic of these books and thinks this book is absolutely amazing! well worth the price they are asking for, there are more facts and real story in
this series of two books anything you will learn in any textbook, public school or collage ever. if you want to know the dirty secret worlds and hidden knowledge, then these books should definitely be in your library, Linda muton howe has been a professional on this subject since 1980 and has done more research than anyone else in the field. anyone who is
septic from these books and thinks that this kind of information is false are the ones who are brainwashed by television and think the media is real. ... most valued before reading, I can't afford to justify spending this kind of cash on a book. Not when I have children and bills. Lol, I'll wait for someone who is kind enough to let me borrow.... I love Linda and all
her work. He's been a fan since he was researching cattle mutilation. Paul Mamani said it was amazing Jul 22, 2019 Jason Couey qualified that he really liked Jul 02, 2014 Michael Miley rated it was amazing 07 May 2008 Laurie Alex rated it was amazing Mar 11, 2011 Mark rated that he liked August 19, 2011 James Waldo rated really liked Apr 23, 2015
Micha Verg rated it was amazing Set 04 , 2017 galacticctzn rated it was amazing Jul 11, 2016 Karen qualified that she really liked Jul 03, 2009 David Neuman rated it was amazing Jul 05, 2011 Ivailo Petrov qualified that she really liked December 05, 2019 Kylie qualified that she really liked Jun 20, 2013 James rated it was amazing May 04, 2015 Tara rated it
was amazing Jul 16 , 2018 Kinyanjui qualified that he really liked Jul 05, 2018 Andrew rated it was amazing Mar 23, 2017 John Ludi rated it was amazing February 05, 2010 AER rated was amazing Jul 19, 2010 Buy usado Precio: EUR 218,78 Convert currency Gastos de envío: EUR 23,08 De Estados Unidos de America a Germany Destinos, gastos y
plazos de envío Añadir al carrito carrito
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